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Abstract

Background

Lysosomal Storage Diseases (LSD) are rare and multisytemic diseases which are caused

by lysosomal enzyme deficiencies leading into accumulation of waste products due to an

interruption in the decomposition process. Due to the low prevalence and therefore limited

disease awareness as well as the fact that LSD patients present with unspecific symptoms

the final diagnosis is often made after a long delay. The aim of this German-wide survey was

to characterize the period between onset of symptoms and final diagnosis regarding e.g.

self-perceived health, symptom burden and false diagnoses for patients with selected LSDs

(Fabry disease (FD), Gaucher disease (GD) and Mucopolysaccharidosis type II (MPS II).

Methods

The study was conducted as a telephone based cross-sectional survey. All patients living in

Germany with a confirmed diagnosis of FD, GD or MPS II were eligible to participate. The

questionnaire was provided in advance in order to enable the participants to prepare for the

interview. Only descriptive analyses were carried out. Single analyses were not carried out

for all three patient groups due low case numbers.

Results

Of the overall population, 39 patients have been diagnosed with FD, 19 with GD and 11

with MPS II with the majority of patients being index patients. The majority of FD patients

reported their current health status as “satisfactory” or better (79.5%). Self-perceived health
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status was observed to be at least stable or improving for the majority of FD patients com-

pared to the year prior to diagnosis. The most frequently reported symptoms for patients

with FD were paraesthesias (51.3%), whereas patients with GD reported a tendency for

bleeding, blue spots or coagulation disorder (63.2%) as well as hepatomegaly and/or

splenomegaly (63.2%) as the most commonly appearing symptoms. The number of patients

reporting misdiagnoses was n = 5 (13.5%) for patients with FD and n = 5 (27.8%) for patients

with GD. The median duration of the diagnostic delay was 21.0 years for FD, 20.0 years for

GD and 2.0 years for MPS II.

Conclusions

This study showed that self-perceived status of health for patients might improve once the

final correct diagnoses has been made and specific treatment was available. Furthermore, it

was observed that diagnostic delay is still high in Germany for a relevant proportion of

affected patients. Further challenges in the future will still be to increase awareness for

these diseases across the entire healthcare sector to minimize the diagnostic delay.

Introduction

Orphan or rare diseases are diseases with a particularly low prevalence of less than 5 out of

10,000 people. In Germany, the number of patients with a rare disease is estimated at four mil-

lion [1]. Although rare diseases constitute a heterogeneous group of mostly complex disease

patterns, they have in common that they can be life threatening, chronically debilitating and

hereditary. In this study, we focused on Fabry disease, Gaucher disease and Hunter disease

(Mucopolysaccharidosis type II; MPS II), which belong to the group of Lysosomal Storage Dis-

eases (LSD). LSDs are caused by lysosomal enzyme deficiencies leading into accumulation of

waste products due to an interruption in the decomposition process. LSDs are multisystemic

diseases that can affect different organs. The diagnosis is therefore usually based on a combina-

tion of disease-related symptoms [2,3] which are confirmed by biochemical and genetic tests,

which are in general not known by non-specialist physicians.

The prevalence of LSDs is estimated at 1 in 8,000 live births [4]. However, clinical heteroge-

neity complicates collecting reliable epidemiological data [5]. Considering the specific preva-

lence of the three LSDs focused in this study, Fabry disease is estimated to affect 1 to 5 per

10,000 persons [6], MPS II has an estimated prevalence of 1 in 162,000 live births in male indi-

viduals [7,8] and Gaucher disease affects approximately 1 to 9 in 100,000 people [9,10].

Due to unspecific symptoms, a relatively low prevalence and therefore limited disease

awareness, there often is a comparatively long delay between the onset of the first symptoms

and final diagnosis [3,11]. The period between first occurrence of symptoms and a reliable

diagnosis is called the diagnostic delay. During the prolonged diagnostic phase individual

symptoms are often attributed to other, more common diseases, which lead to incorrect diag-

noses and possibly mistreatment [12]. For instance, in their differential diagnosis of patients

presenting with the classic clinical features of Gaucher disease (anaemia, thrombocytopenia,

hepatosplenomegaly and bone pain) physicians are more likely to consider leukaemia, lym-

phoma or multiple myeloma instead [3]. Misdiagnosis is common also in Fabry disease; rheu-

matological disease / rheumatic fever, arthritis and neuropsychological disorders are the

leading previous misdiagnoses [13]. For patients, the phase of diagnostic delay may have an
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influence on the mood and psychological state. In a study with n = 462 Australian children liv-

ing with rare diseases Zurynski et al. (2017) [14] found that consequences of delayed diagnosis

include anxiety, loss of reproductive confidence because of an ill-defined genetic risk, frustra-

tion and stress (54%), disease progression (37%), delays in treatment (25%) and inappropriate

treatments (10%).

During the past years, the phenomenon of diagnostic delay was subject to increased atten-

tion in research on rare diseases. The EurodisCare studies for example already addressed the

issue explicitly, however, without considering LSD. Therefore, the aim of the present study is

to characterize the time between the first symptoms and a final LSD diagnosis for patients

within the German healthcare context. This publication is part of an overall work on rare dis-

eases called “VISIBL Patient Journey”.

Materials and methods

Study design and patients

The study was conducted as a telephone-based cross-sectional survey. All patients with a con-

firmed diagnosis of Fabry, Gaucher disease type 1 or MPS II were potentially eligible to partici-

pate in the study. Diagnosis was confirmed based on self-reports of interviewed patients. No

further inclusion or exclusion criteria were applied. The study was carried out from July 2017

to April 2018. The ethics committee of the Rhineland-Palatinate Chamber of Physicians

approved the study conduct.

Survey

The survey items (Table 1) were developed similarly to an already published European-wide

study on the delayed diagnosis of rare diseases [15]. For additional items (e.g. subjective health

status), validated scales were used [16].

Both sources were used to develop an inventory of questions suitable for the study. The

questionnaire has not been validated against medical records, instruments used in other stud-

ies or other documentations. To ensure feasibility of the questionnaire a two-stage pretest was

conducted. The first step focused on the feasibility of the telephone interview in the designed

form, the comprehensibility of the items, the formal answerability of the questions as well as

the time required. In the second step, a revised interview guideline based on the findings of the

first step was tested and approved as a result. To avoid further limitation of the patient popula-

tion eligible for this study, the pretest was performed on persons who were not affected by one

of the three considered LSDs.

Study procedure

Study participants were recruited via three different approaches. Patients either were

approached by treating physicians or contact was established via patient advocacy groups. In

addition, home therapy providers introduced the study to patients and informed on the oppor-

tunity to participate. In case of interest, eligible patients were provided with information on

the study encompassing informative letters, a declaration of consent including information

regarding the handling of data to be collected as well as appointment forms and the question-

naire. Patients willing to participate in the study contacted the IGES Institute with the signed

declaration of written informed consent and suggested dates for a telephone call. The ques-

tionnaire was provided in advance in order to enable the participants to prepare for the inter-

view (e.g. sorting documents, contacting family members). A trained interviewer carried out

all telephone interviews. Survey items included questions regarding sociodemographic
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information, self-perceived health, clinical symptoms, utilization of healthcare services, and

initial suspicion of the presence of a rare disease as well as the diagnostic process. Interviews

with patients who, due to their state of health, were not able to conduct the interview them-

selves, were conducted with the parents of the patients concerned after obtaining their consent.

Nearly all information collected related to the time before the diagnosis. Each interview lasted

an average of 30 minutes.

Table 1. Variable definitions and categorizations in the survey.

Variable definition Categorization

Rare disease in question nominally scaled

Patient charakteristics

Interviewpartner (Pat. selbst oder Angehöriger) nominally scaled

Date of birth and age nominally scaled

Beruflicher Status nominally scaled

Höchster Schulabschluss nominally scaled

Weitere betroffene Person in der Familie nominally scaled

Aktueller selbst eingeschätzter Gesundheitszustand ordinally scaled

Aktuelle selbsteingeschätzte Lebenszufriedenheit ordinally scaled

Onset of first symptoms

Age metric

Date nominally scaled

Frequency metric

Physician contacts between symptom onset and final diagnosis

Medical disciplin (type; number, frequency) nominally scaled; metric

Hospitalizations between symptom onset and final diagnosis

Hospital admission (number, frequency) metric

Rescue Centre / Emergency Room (number, frequency) metric

Diagnostic procedures due to symptomatic complaints nominally scaled

Misdiagnoses between symptom onset and final diagnosis

Number, frequency metric

Medical disciplin through which the diagnosis was established nominally scaled

Initiation of therapeutic measures due to misdiagnosis

Drug prescrition (type; number, frequency) nominally scaled; metric

Surgery (type; number, frequency) nominally scaled; metric

Psychological therapy (type; number, frequency) nominally scaled; metric

Other therapeutic measures (type; number, frequency) nominally scaled; metric

First suspicion of a rare disease

Age metric

Date nominally scaled

Person / institution that expressed the suspicion nominally scaled

Final diagnosis

Age metric

Date nominally scaled

Person / institution that expressed the suspicion nominally scaled

State of health and life satisfaction before diagnosis ordinally scaled

Communication of the diagnosis

Person / institution that communicated the diagnosis nominally scaled

Form of the communication nominally scaled

Satisfaction with the way the diagnosis was communicated ordinally scaled

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0244279.t001
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Statistical analysis

Descriptive analysis of the data obtained from the study population was performed. Propor-

tional values as well as measures of central tendency and corresponding measures of dispersion

were calculated. Analyses were carried out separately for each patient population.

Results

Characteristics

According to Table 2, n = 69 LSD patients have been included in the analysis. Of the overall

population, n = 39 patients have been diagnosed with Fabry, n = 19 with Gaucher disease and

n = 11 with MPS II. Mean age of patients was 50.8 years (SD: 14.1) for patients with Fabry,

53.9 years (SD: 20.8) for patients with Gaucher disease and 22.3 years (SD: 16.8) for patients

with MPS II. A little more than half of the Fabry and Gaucher patients were female. Due to

characteristics of MPS II, all patients in this group were male. Within all three groups, the

majority of persons were index patients, which means they were the first person in their family

diagnosed with the disease. Regarding the occupational status, most of the Fabry and Gaucher

Table 2. Characteristics of patients with specifc lysosomal storage diseases.

Fabry disease (n = 39) Gaucher disease (n = 19) MPS II (n = 11)

n % n % n %

Age

0–19 years 2 5.1% 2 10.5% 6 54.5%

20–39 years 2 5.1% 2 10.5% 3 27.3%

40–59 years 25 64.1% 6 31.6% 2 18.2%

60–79 years 10 25.6% 7 36.8% 0 0.0%

80+ years 0 0.0% 2 10.5% 0 0.0%

All 39 100.0% 19 100.0% 11 100.0%

Mean age (mean, SD) 50.8 14.1 53.9 20.8 22.3 16.8

Sex

Women 21 53.8% 11 57.9% 0 0.0%

Men 18 46.2% 8 42.1% 11 100.0%

All 39 100.0% 19 100.0% 11 100.0%

Index patient a�

Yes 21 56.8% 15 78.9% 8 72.7%

No 16 43.2% 4 21.1% 3 27.3%

All 37 100.0% 19 100.0% 11 100.0%

Current occupation

Pupil / university student 2 5.1% 2 10.5% 5 45.5%

Apprentice 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Employed 17 43.6% 6 31.6% 0 0.0%

Pensioner 10 25.6% 8 42.1% 2 18.2%

Job-seeking 1 2.6% 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Incapacitated 7 17.9% 2 10.5% 1 9.1%

Others 2 5.1% 1 5.3% 3 27.3%

All 39 100.0% 19 100.0% 11 100.0%

SD: Standard deviation; MPS: Mucopolysaccharidosis.
a First person in the family to be affected by the rare disease.

�n = 2 with missing information (Fabry disease).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0244279.t002
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patients were either employed (43.6% Fabry; 31.6% Gaucher) or pensioned (25.6% Fabry;

42.1% Gaucher), whereas most of the patients with MPS II were still in school or university

(45%) or mentioned “others” as their occupational status (27%).

Health status

In the study, the patients were asked about their self-perceived state of health. The survey ques-

tions addressed both, the current state of health (“How would you describe your current state

of health?”) as well as the state of health one year before diagnosis ("If you think of the year

before the final diagnosis, how would you describe your state of health during that period?”).

Due to low case numbers within the Gaucher and MPS II group, the association of current and

past health status was analyzed for Fabry patients only (Table 3). The contingency table shows

the distribution of the current health status as a function of the health status before the diagno-

sis. Constellations in which patients classify their current state of health at least as well as in the

year before the final diagnosis are colored in grey. The table reflects that the majority of

patients with Fabry disease did not feel any deterioration in their general health status despite

suffering from a progressive disease. Especially the group of patients who described their

health status as “poor” or “less well” seemed to be much smaller once they got a final diagnosis.

Symptoms

Participants were asked to state which symptoms they had suffered from before they got their

final diagnosis. Furthermore, the frequency at which these symptoms occurred as well as the

age of their first manifestation were assessed. Based on expert knowledge, a categorization of

the described symptoms was carried out in order to ensure a uniform designation.

Figs 1 and 2 show the five most frequently reported symptoms for patients with Fabry and

Gaucher disease, respectively. The most frequently reported symptoms for patients with Fabry

disease were paraesthesias (51.3%), whereas patients with Gaucher disease reported a tendency

for bleeding, blue spots or coagulation disorder (63.2%) as well as hepatomegaly and/or spleno-

megaly (63.2%) as the most commonly appearing symptoms. Mean age at onset of the symptoms

showed a range between 10.0–44.2 years for Fabry, and 5.7–17.6 years for Gaucher patients.

Due to the relatively small number of participants, results for MPS II are not reported.

Misdiagnoses

As stated earlier, diagnostics in rare diseases can be challenging and bears a risk of misdiagno-

sis possibly accompanied by mistreatment. Therefore, study participants were asked whether

Table 3. Association between current state of health and the state of health one year before diagnosis in patients with Fabry disease (n = 39).

State of health one year before diagnosis (self-rated)

very good good satisfactory less well poor All

n % n % n % n % n % n %

Current state of health (self-rated) very good 1 50.0% 2 12.5% 0 0.0% 0 0.0% 1 9.1% 4 100%

good 1 50.0% 7 43.8% 1 20.0% 1 20.0% 2 18.2% 12 100%

satisfactory 0 0.0% 5 31.3% 3 60.0% 3 60.0% 4 36.4% 15 100%

less well 0 0.0% 1 6.3% 0 0.0% 1 20.0% 3 27.3% 5 100%

poor 0 0.0% 1 6.3% 1 20.0% 0 0.0% 1 9.1% 3 100%

All 2 100% 16 100% 5 100% 5 100% 11 100% 39 100%

Note: Underlining indicates such constellations in which patients currently classify their state of health at least as well as in the year before the final diagnosis.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0244279.t003
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they were initially diagnosed differently due to alternative interpretation of the diverse disease

symptoms. Within this study, the existence of misdiagnosis was assumed if presence of another

disease was presumed, at least for a short time.

In contrast, a suspected diagnosis that has been made during the patient examination, but

not confirmed, was not considered as a false diagnosis. The number of patients reporting mis-

diagnoses was n = 5 (13.5%) for patients with Fabry disease and n = 5 (27.8%) for patients with

Gaucher disease (Table 4). For Fabry disease, reported misdiagnoses were gastritis, mental dis-

order, rheumatism, chronic polyarthritis and multiple sclerosis, whereas Gaucher patients

reported rheumatism, malignant blood disease/leukemia, anemia, benign blood disease and

tonsillitis as misdiagnoses.

Additionally, the interviewed patients provided information on the phase in which the

Fabry or Gaucher disease was suspected for the first time. The mean age at first suspicion was

39.6 years (SD: 15.1) for Fabry patients and 26.7 years (SD: 17.2) for Gaucher patients. The

first suspicion of Fabry and Gaucher disease was most frequently made in a hospital (43.6%

and 52.6% respectively), followed by specialists (25.6% and 21.1% respectively) and family

members (20.5% and 10.5% respectively). First suspicion by a general practitioner was

reported for a proportion of 5.1% of the Fabry patients and 10.5% of the Gaucher patients. The

final diagnoses was made at a mean age of 41.1 years (SD: 14.4) for Fabry disease and 28.2

years (SD: 17.9) for Gaucher disease and was most frequently made shortly after the first suspi-

cion had been raised. Both diseases were most frequently diagnosed in a hospital (38.5% and

Fig 1. Prevalence and age at occurrence of the five most frequently reported symptoms in patients with Fabry disease (n = 39).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0244279.g001
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63.2% respectively). Fabry disease diagnosis was often made in specialized centers (35.9%)

(Table 5).

Diagnostic delay

From information on the onset of initial symptoms and the date of final diagnosis, we calcu-

lated the diagnostic delay for each patient group. The median duration of the diagnostic delay

was 21.0 years (IQR: 21.0) for Fabry disease, 20.0 years (IQR: 32.0) for Gaucher disease and 2.0

years (IQR: 5.0) for MPS II. Considering the diagnostic delay for specific age groups, it is

noticeable that patients in older age groups usually had a higher diagnostic delay. Furthermore,

the diagnostic delay in index patients was longer than in non-index patients. For patients with

Fig 2. Prevalence and age at occurrence of the five most frequently reported symptoms in patients with Gaucher disease (n = 19).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0244279.g002

Table 4. Misdiagnoses in patients with Fabry disease (n = 39) and Gaucher disease (n = 19).

Fabry disease (n = 39) Gaucher disease (n = 19)

n % n %

Patients reporting misdiagnoses

Yes 5 13.5% 5 27.8%

No 32 86.5% 13 72.2%

All� 37 100.0% 18 100.0%

�n = 2 with missing information for Fabry disease; n = 1 with missing information for Gaucher disease.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0244279.t004
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Fabry disease, where the mean duration of the diagnostic delay was 26.0 years for index and

18.0 years for non-index patients, this difference was most visible (Table 6).

Discussion

In this study, we interviewed 69 patients with LSD in order to trace their journey through their

phase of diagnostic delay. Within the overall group of LSD patients, we considered 39 patients

with Fabry disease, 19 patients with Gaucher disease and 11 patients with MPS II.

Comparing the study sample of the present study to those described in other publications

such as the Fabry Outcome Survey registry (FOS registry), the Gaucher Outcome Survey regis-

try (GOS registry) and the Hunter Outcome Survey registry (HOS registry) [13,17,18], the

mean age of patients in this study was higher which is likely due to differing data sources and a

selective inclusion on index patients in our study. Registries usually report the age for inclusion

into the registry which occurs either at the time of diagnosis or at treatment initiation. In our

study patients reported their current age. Thus, differences were to be expected. Additionally,

the comparatively high mean age observed in this study may be an indication for a higher will-

igness to participate of index patients, who are likely to be older compared to non-index

patients and generally should habe a high interest in the research question of this study. When

comparing the proportion of participating index patients from our study with those reported

from registries, it becomes apparent that the proportion of index patients in our study was rel-

atively high [13,17,18] which primarily leads to a comparatively high diagnostic delay observed

in this study (details discussed below).

The length of the diagnostic delay, especially for Fabry patients, seems noticeably higher in

our study than in the FOS registry [11]. While the median diagnostic delay in this study was

21.0 years, patients included in the FOS registry were waiting 10.5 to 14.0 years for their final

diagnosis [11]. Metha et al. (2004) for example reported a diagnostic delay of 13.7 years for

male and 16.3 years for female index patients with Gaucher disease, which is shorter than in

our study. Furthermore, an age-dependent gradient was shown in this study, with persons at

higher ages having a longer diagnostic delay. As discussed before, this difference is mainly due

to a more frequent inclusion of index patients in our study. This is underlined by the fact that

subgroup analyses revealed a longer diagnostic delay for the index- versus non-index patients

for all three populations. Nevertheless, the observed diagnostic delay for index patients still

was comparatively high and is therefore reality for a relevant proportion of patients.

Table 5. Person group/institution with final diagnosis in patients with Fabry disease and Gaucher disease.

Fabry disease (n = 39) Gaucher disease (n = 19)

n % n %

Person group / institution

General practitioner 2 5.1% 1 5.3%

Specialist 7 17.9% 2 10.5%

Specialized center 14 35.9% 4 21.1%

Hospital 15 38.5% 12 63.2%

Other health professions 0 0.0% 0 0.0%

Others 1 2.6% 0 0.0%

All 39 100.0% 19 100.0%

Mean age at final diagnosis (mean, SD) 41.1 14.4 28.2 17.9

SD: Standard deviation.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0244279.t005
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Compared to previous decades, the diagnosis of rare diseases is now made much earlier due

to increased awareness, which has been exemplarily shown for hereditary angioedema [19].

This fact is also supported by the fact that in our study a shorter diagnostic delay was observed

in younger patients compared to older patients. At the same time, it is also a reality that even

young patients in some cases still have to wait a long time for a diagnosis and an effective treat-

ment. Therefore, an increase in awareness should still be aimed for.

The present study also assessed the self-perceived state of health of Fabry patients before

and after the final diagnosis. Interestingly, with regard to the change before and after the final

diagnosis, it becomes apparent that the number of patients rating their health before the final

diagnoses as satisfactory or better increases, once the final diagnoses has been made. The elimi-

nation of uncertainty, the fact that patients feel taken seriously and the availability of effective

treatment options is likely to contribute to the increase of “satisfactory” or even better self-per-

ceived health status after final diagnosis. This was also a frequently expressed aspect in the sur-

vey situation. Furthermore, the majority of patients with Fabry disease did not feel any

deterioration in their health, despite having a progressive disease.

Receiving a misdiagnosis is serious for rare disease patients because it prevents them from

receiving effective treatment, may result in ineffective or unnecessary therapy, and leads to the

fact that family members cannot be adequately informed. The proportion of patients receiving

Table 6. Diagnostic delay of patients with specifc lysosomal storage diseases.

Fabry disease (n = 39) Gaucher disease (n = 19) MPS II (n = 11)

n Mean SD Median IQR n Mean SD Median IQR n Mean SD Median IQR

Age at onset of first symptoms

Women 21 23.3 21.3 11.0 38.5 11 13.5 12.7 7.0 17.0 0 / / / /

Men 18 12.8 12.9 7.0 13.5 8 11.3 9.7 6.0 17.3 11 1.2 1.2 1.0 2.0

All 39 18.4 18.7 10.0 28.0 19 12.6 11.6 7.0 17.0 11 1.2 1.2 1.0 2.0

Age at final diagnosis

Women 21 40.6 15.8 40.0 18.5 11 25.4 14.3 27.0 33.0 0 0 0 0 0

Men� 18 41.7 12.2 39.5 21.5 8 32.0 21.3 38.0 46.8 10 28.2 17.9 3.0 4.75

All 39 41.1 14.4 40.0 19.0 19 28.2 17.9 28.0 36.0 10 28.2 17.9 3.0 4.75

Diagnostic delay (in years)

Overall 39 26.1 22.4 21.0 21.0 19 20.0 17.3 20.0 32.0 10 5.3 9.5 2.0 5.0

By age group ��

0–19 years 1 1.0 0.0 1.0 / 2 2.5 2.5 2.5 / 5 1.8 1.6 2.0 3.5

20–39 years 2 20.0 6.0 20.0 / 2 1.5 0.5 1.5 / 3 1.0 0.8 1.0 2.0

40–59 years 25 22.4 14.4 21.0 21.0 6 19.5 15.2 19.5 2.3 2 20.5 12.5 20.5 /

60–79 years 9 24.2 16.9 24.0 29.5 7 25.7 16.7 26.0 5.0 0 / / / /

�80 years 0 / / / / 2 37.5 9.5 37.5 / 0 / / / /

All 37 19 10

By index patient���

Yes 23 24.5 14.8 26.0 19.0 15 20.0 16.6 20.0 28.0 7 6.9 10.9 2.0 8.0

No 16 28.4 29.9 18.0 27.3 4 20.0 19.8 18.0 41.5 3 1.7 1.7 1.0 4.0

All 39 19 10

"/": No values available due to low case numbers.

SD: Standard deviation; IQR: Interquartile range.

�n = 1 with missing information (MPS II).

�� n = 2 with missing information (Fabry disease), n = 1 with missing information (MPS II).

��� n = 1 with missing information (MPS II).

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0244279.t006
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misdiagnoses was 13.5% for Fabry and 27.8% for Gaucher patients. Findings on the frequency

of misdiagnoses are available in the research context especially for Fabry disease and corre-

sponding results are higher than findings from the present study [13]. The discrepancy might

be attributable to the definition of a false diagnosis. In the present survey, a conservative defi-

nition of false diagnoses was used. If a less conservative definition of misdiagnosis was applied

in other studies, this may have led to an underestimation of the frequency of misdiagnoses in

the present study.

The results on the institution that first suspected the correct disease/diagnosis illustrate that

the majority of patients receive their diagnosis within hospitals and specialized centers. Hospi-

tal based physicians (43.6% Fabry; 52.6% Gaucher) or specialists (25.6% Fabry; 21.1% for

Gaucher) made the first suspicion for most of the Fabry and Gaucher patients. First suspicion

raised by a general practitioner was reported for a smaller proportion of patients (5.1% Fabry;

10.5% Gaucher). Interestingly in a relatively high number of patients with Fabry the disease

was first susptected by family members (20.5%), which might reflect answers of non-index

patients with a family history of the disease. The final diagnosis then again was primarily made

in hospitals or in specialized treatment centers. However, survey participants might have inter-

preted the concept of a specialized center differently than intended. Respondents assumed

treatment in a specialized center also if they have been treated in a special department of a hos-

pital. Therefore, the proportion of patients that were treated in a specialized center might be

overestimated by the results of this study and, vice versa, the treatment in hospitals might be

underestimated.

Strengths and limitations

The limitations of the present study mainly include the selective participation of participants

and furthermore, restrictions associated with collecting information via telephone. The limita-

tion mentioned first is mainly described by a higher recruitment of index patients, older

patients and patients with a special interest in the research question into the study sample. The

recruitment of patients via treating physicians may have caused a bias as patients that were

included in the survey may not necessarily be representative of the overall patient population.

In addition, of those patients who were contacted for involvement, the ones that did partici-

pate may have had different experiences compared to those who declined participation. There-

fore, the results of this study must be interpreted against the background of bounded validity

of the collected data. A fully representative sample of Fabry, Gaucher and MPS II patients can-

not be presumed. This particularly concerns the results on the length of the diagnostic delay

but could also affect results for example on the reported proportion of misdiagnoses.

Additionally, an interpretation of the results must consider that the information was col-

lected retrospectively as part of a telephone interview based survey. It is therefore likely that

due to a recall bias, information or recollections of past events have not been reported or

reproduced adequately. In particular, reported symptoms prior to final diagnosis and the utili-

zation of the health care system prior to correct diagnosis are likely to be underestimated.

Conclusion

This study aimed to characterize the time between first symptoms and a final diagnosis, called

the diagnostic delay, for patients with Fabry disease, Gaucher disease and MPS II within the

German healthcare context. Although the duration of the diagnostic delay, which mainly

occurs due to the largely unspecific symptoms, eported in this study could be influenced by

the sample composition, the study results still show that there is still a long delay in diagnosing

patients with rare diseases even in younger age groups. Considering that the self-perceived
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state of health might improve after receiving the diagnosis due to e.g. the reductions of uncer-

tainty, further efforts should be made in the future to reduce the diagnostic delay and therefore

allowing these patients timely access to effective treatment options which can lead to improved

patient outcomes. Therefore, further challenges in the future will still be to increase awareness

for these diseases across the entire healthcare sector to minimize the diagnostic delay.
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